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'Inflation' strikes grades
Inflation not only pushes up
prices, but also S.U.s grades.
Grade inflation was examined
at S.U.s winter quarter faculty
meeting last Friday.
IT WASN'T to be a solution
finding session, said Jeananne
Oliphant of counseling and
testing,rather it was onein which
to define ideas on the subjectand
to determine its extent.
"It's tough for one school to
unilaterally change," said the
Very Rev. Louis Gaffney, S.J.,
University president, in opening
remarks. He suggested a possible
system of recommendations based on the student's standing in
his or her class.
Is there grade inflation at
S.U.?
FIGURES compiled by Dr.
Hildegard Hendrickson,
business, and Mary Alice Lee,
registrar, show a larger percentage of students are getting
higher grades.
During the 1967-68 school
year, 20.4 per cent of the grades
were "A"s, 35.4 per cent were
"B"s and 30.2 percent were"C"s.
year, 31.4 per cent were
Last
"
A"s,30.5 per cent were "B"s and
only 18.9 per cent were "C"s.
Formerly only about 15 per
cent of the studentsmade it to the
honor roll.Last year,20 per cent
made it.
STEVE ROBEL, mechanical
engineering, added some figures
of hisown to the proceedings. He
said that in 1948, 45 per cent of
the students at S.U.got"A"sand
"B"s while 36 per cent got "C"s
and 19 per cent got below that.
In 1954-55, Robel said, 50 per
cent got "C"s while only 23 per
cent went above it and 27 per
cent went below.
The grade inflation trend of
the sixties and seventies is a
reversal of the grade inflation

Spectrum
TUESDAY
I.K. Little Sisters: 8 p.m.
meetingin the Towngirlslounge.
A Phi O's: 7 p.m. meeting in
Alumni House basement.

■

Dr. Burnett Toskey's group
trend of the "post-Sputnik" era,
according to Dr. Hendrickson. suggested that the problem be
studied on a national level and
SHE ALSO cited several the discrepancies between
reasons which have been given schools be investigated.
Fr. Emmett Carroll,S.J., said
for the inflationary trend.
his group said there should
that
tendency
toward a
The
a new way of expectingcombe
system,
no
credit
teachers
credit/
who tended to give students petency rather than grades.
higher grades to keep them from
A CLARIFIED criteria of
getting drafted, the feeling that
grades
was suggested by Patrick
higher standards might not atgroup. He also said that
Burkes
students,
good
tract more
tendency
toward subjective
the
grading is hard work for the
grading level.
raised
the
teachers, the teacher evaluations exams
In
contrast
to
the other
to
in which the teachers wanted
groupofDr.Bernard
get good grades from the groups, the
to the conclusion
students were among the reasons Steckler came
that there really wasn'tenoughof
cited.
a problem. The trend hereisn't as
One of the reasons was that extensive,
according to Dr.
most instructors will not flunk
minority students so as to give Steckler.
Wrapping up the afternoon.
them incentive. This was later
called a "racist" attitude by Dr. Dr. William Guppy, academic
Henrietta Tolson of the com- vice president, reminded the
faculty that any solution has to
munity services department.
be translatable into grades. He
said
that the Evergreen State
THE FACULTY then broke
up into groups to discuss the College was experiencing trouble
of descripsituation and gave brief reports in its grading system
tions rather than grades.
on their feelings.

state.

THE LAST part is important,
according to Dave Irwin, executive vice president of the
Washington Friends of Higher
Education.
It makes the amendment
narrow enough to be passed by
the electorate, according to
Irwin. He said that the people
wouldn't pass an amendment
giving the government broad
powers, so this amendment
specifies post-secondary institution, i.e. above high school.
The State Supreme court has
shot down two attempts at relieving the financial burden of the
student at a private school, the
$100 stipend to residents and the
loan program.

IRWIN STRESSED that the
amendment would help students
in public institutions as well
because the same court decided
against a loan program to
students in public schools.
Another feature of the amendment is that it will allow the
legislature to help the student
rather than the institution.
The U.S. Supreme Court has
ruled twice in favor of aid to
private colleges,said Irwin. The
Court ruled that in colleges,
students weren't being indoctrinated.
Washington's constitution,
however,is very restrictive in the
area.
THERE IS a similar resolution before the Olympia
legislature sponsored by Governor Dan E^ans. It advocates aid
to all schools, from kindergarten
on through college.
Irwin said that such a broad
amendment probably wouldn't
pass the electorate, so they're
concentrating their efforts on
SJR 110.
SJR 110 is scheduled to be
brought before theState House's
Higher Education Committee on
Representative
Tuesday by
Peggie Maxie.
Students interested in this can
help best by writing their
representative on this.

Royalty to reign over rest of week
queen

Saying that a student vote
would turn the homecoming
queen election into a popularity
contest, Dan Covello,homecoming chairman, announced the
cancellation of the election
scheduled for yesterday.
Because the queen is supposed
to represent scholarship, service,
loyalty and personality, a queen
committee has been selected to
choose the queen.

MEMBERS ON the committee are Fr. Joseph MacGuire,
S.J.. Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J., Lee

Marks, Rosemary Chiocchio,
Terri Ferreri, Bob Casey, Dan

Covello and Jim Walker.
There are sevencandidates for
homecoming queen. Dan
Covello provided the following
information on the candidates.

was that students wearing red
and white were admitted at halfprice. There was also a kissing
booth in Tabard that was manned by S.U. women.
Funds for the dance were
drawn from the ASSU activities
fund, and the DASSU broke
even on the evening's activities.

The ASSU is in full support of
the DASSU and is encouraging
them to organize student activities.
Fr. Mick Larkin,S.J., director
of student activities,commented
University (DASSU).
that he'd like to see the girls
One of the major factors con- become members of theactivities
tributing to the formation of the board.
DASSU was the womenforesaw
INTHE future, the DASSUis
that the ASSU activities complanning various
tentatively
because
apart
falling
mittee was
they were "just sitting around." themes for dances, such as a
"It was really depressing," said "boxers" dance and a street
Ms. McKay. "Whatever was dance. Another dance is
sponsored was always akeg. We scheduled to take place in the
want to do something different next month.
The highlight activity is aimed
every dance."
toward a student trip to VanAT FRIDAY'S "You're so couver, B.C.Fr. Larkin said that
sweet, horseflies keep hangin' the girls are using the dances to
round your face" Valentine's get organizational practice for
dance, the "something different" the big trip.
THE SIX are Donna Boyer,
Kiki Devney, Melissa Evert,
Joanne McKay, Joan O'Neill
and Kerie Sheeran. They have
dubbed themselves the Disassociated Students of Seattle

by Jeffrey E. A. Rietveld
The Washington State Senate
passed a resolution calling for a
change in the state's constitution
regarding state aid to private
education last Thursday.
The vote was 38 to 8 withthree
senators absent.
The resolution, SJR 110,
allows the legislature to
"prescribe the manner and the
means in which state aidor other
assistance may be granted" to
students in "any public, private
or private sectarian postsecondary institution" in the

Homecoming Days to come to close

ASSU sponsors
DASSU activities

Friday's dance may have
appeared to be an ASSUsponsored event on the outside,
but the inside truth is that the
success of the evening is attributed to six freshman co-eds
who said that "a lot more could
be done" for student activities.

Legislature could
have say on aid

activities
"

Those
Homecoming" '75,
Josetta Bradley, a junior, is
into its
majoring in nursing. She is dorm Were the Days, swings
days with plenty of
council president and director of final two
action plannedfor everyone.
Open College.
Tonight students can ready
Jan Flom is executive coorthe Chieftaindinator and assists the ASSU themselves for
by attending
game
Santa
Clara
choir,
in
officers. Sheis involved
p.m.
from
4:30-6:30
"primer"
the
plays the violin for the fine arts
ensemble, has a high gpa and in Tabard Inn. The onlycharge is
for beer consumed. After the
works in Tabard Inn. Nursing is "primer,"
buses will provide
her major.
transportation to the game.
MARGARET JOYER has a
SATURDAY AT 3 p.m. the
4.0 gpa and received an award
will take the court
Chieftains
from the military science department for this achievement. Sheis again to face the tough San
There willbe a
a member of Pathfinders, rifle Francisco Dons.performance.
team, the school color guard at special halftime
Later in the evening, the
basketball games, is a feature Homecoming
Ball occurs at the
writer for the cadet newspaper
and is class representative and Seattle Hilton Hotel, beginning
Tickets are still
chairs the cadet council. She is at 9 p.m. $3.50
a couple.
for
also involved in Spurs and available
happened
has
Recapping
what
SWANS.
so far, Wednesday night two
Linda Kwan is a senior in movies were shown. "ElCid"and
medical records. She transfered "Little Big Man" lasted from 6to S.U. from the University of 12:30 p.m. and attracted a
Wisconsin at Madison. She is meager gathering of 50-75
active in the Chinese Student students. Other than the movie
Association and contributed plots the most interesting thing
greatly to the recent Chinese
that happened was the
Night.
breakdown of the film projecLiz Rockwell is a senior active tors.
The first projector cracked a
in the student-to-student comat about 8:30 p.m.forcingit
the
lens
mittee. She coordinated
for the evening.The
Christmas high school visitation to withdraw
program for the student-to- second projector was an imbut a spring seemed
student committee. She is also provement,
slip out of place at the wrong
active in choir, vocal ensemble, to
dorm council, ski club, forensics moments, causing groans from
and liturgy planning, con- the audience each time the protributed art work for the '75 jector was stopped and thehouse
Fragments and is a member of lights (lipped on.
Alpha Sigma Nu. She helped
THE ROOF was raised Monplan the halftime activities for
day at Tabard Inn Night as an
the '75 homecoming.
overflow crowd jammed the
Andy and
CAROL WITTROCK is a place to hear Andy, band,
and
junior honor student. She is a Pat, a local Seattle
member of the guitar group that S.U.s assorted talent.
Andy,Andy and Pat displayed
plays at Masses and an I.K. little
range of musical talent,
a
wide
She
at
the
student
sister.
works
exciting
day
the crowd with music of
care center
health center, the
and health information services. the top 40 as well as tunes from
Annette Donald was the late 50's and the early 60s.
The cream of the student
nominated by A Phi O's. No
other information was available talent, at least in the opinion of
on her school activities.
the/renzied students, was Reggie
The 1975 homecoming queen Green, who proved that he plays
will be announced at Saturday's a mean trumpet. Reggie belted
out three or four pieces which
dance.

culminated ina rousing standing
ovation from the gathering.
THE FACULTY got involved
Fr. Joseph MacGuire, accompanied by Fr. Kevjn Waters
on the piano, delivered three
songs, including an Italian song
and the "The Impossible
Dream," which received a nice
round of applause.
Among the other S.U.
students performing were Mike
Nevins, Dave Rivisto. who sang
like a true heavyweightkick boxing champion, Rob Silver, Greg
and Bill Lonegan, Mark
Kreilkamp, Sue Moody, Nancy
Stapnes, Earl Lucero, Marvin
Nakata and Kalia Rachel Farr.
too.

Choir due
to serve
spaghetti
March Iis the day to circle on
the calendar to remember to
attend the S.U. Choir's Annual
Spaghetti Dinner at Bellarmine
Hall from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The evening promises to
delight the tastebuds withItalian
dishes prepared and served by
the 70-member choir. The choir
will also provide entertainment
in regular spot performances
throughtout the dinner.
The dinner is the choir's
money-raising event to benefit its
annual tour. This year, thechoir
and chorale will tour Oregon and
California during spring break
under the direction of Louis KellyTickets for the dinner are $3
for adults and students and $2
for children under 12.Tickets are
available at the door or may be
purchased from choir members.
"Nothing is given so
profusely as advice."
Francois, Due de La

Rochefoucauld

Foreign travel affords insight into cultures
by Susan Burkhardt
In Europe Imet and talked to
a variety of people. Often they
wanted to know what advantage
a young American girl could
receive from studying abroad.
Iremember one man in particular who wasaBritish steward
on the ship traveling from
France to England. He was tall,
white-haired and tremendously
correct.

studying in France for a year
with Seattle University's Frenchin-France Institute and he
wanted to know what goodit was
to me.
Iexplained that 1had learned
how to speak French; that Ihad
studied the history of European
art and architecture in the best
possible way.
He interruptedto ask whatuse
that would be to me as a wife.
"WHY, Ilearned how tocook

ITOLD him that Ihad been

in France," Isaid.
"You learned how to cook
French, that will be wonderful
for some lucky guy at home."
I was encouraged by this and
pointed out that Ihad had the
care of two small boys and had
learned to take care ofchildren.
He said, however, all women
were born with the natural instinct to care for babies.
ITHINK my English friend
would have been surprised to

S. U. to stage as Jordan
by Casey Collins
"We, THE PEOPLES of
the United Nations, determined to save succeeding

nations from the scourge of
to reaffirm faith in
war
fundamental human rights
to establish conditions from
which justice under international law can be maintained
to promote social
progress and better standards
of life in larger freedom, AND
FOR THESE ENDS to practice tolerance and live together
to unite our
in peace
strength to maintain international peace and security
to promote the economic and
social advancement of all
peoples, HAVE RESOLVED
TO COMBINE OUR EFFORTS TO ACCOMPLISH
THESE ENDS"— adapted
from U.N. charter, June 26,
1945.
The UnitedNations (U.N.)has
sought throughout its 30-year
history to achieve universal
peace and secure justice under
law. For the student to ap-

...

...

...

...

...

preciate its successes toward this
goal and to recognize with clear
perspective its shortcomings, itis
essential that he learn what the
U.N. is and what it does.
Nations
Model United
(MUN) serves this purpose.
Every year 800 to 1200 students
convene and participate in all
major functions of the U.N.,with
the General Assembly considering reports from the International Court of Justice, the (
Economic and Social Council
and several specialized committees. MUN deliberates issues
currently before the U.N.:
nuclear disarmament, law of the
sea, apartheid in South Africa

and many other paramount
issues.
EACH SCHOOL represents a
U.N. member countryandS.U.s
role as Jordan this year is significant as MUNdebates the Palestinian question. S.U.s purpose is
to espouse the Jordanian viewpoint, as expressedor implied by
U.N. documents, and to secure
its interest. The delegation's
research and preparation is
enhanced by the presence of two
native Jordanians, Rifad ElFahran and Isam Khalef.
The delegation is preparing
now for the 25th session in Disneyland April 16-19. Dr. Ben
Cashman, political sciencechairman and MUN adviser,sums up
the four days of politicking,
caucusing and excitement this
way: "MUN affords the student
an excellent opportunity to acquaint himself with U.N.
organization and procedure. He
learns by doing."
S.U.s diplomatic corps invites
interested students to attend
their weekly meetings at 3 p.m.
Mondays, second floor Chieftain.

Messin's in Muzak

Tower of Power's latest, stale

by Mike DeFelice
Urban Renewal:TowerofPower

(Warner Brothers)

Tower of Power has gone

through the motions of climbing
the ladder to success. Some six
years ago this group wasplaying

high school dances and obtained
the image of a funky band.Next
came tavern gigs and recording
contracts and tomorrow night
comes yet another musical advancement. TOP headlines its
first concert at Paramount
Northwest.
TOWER'S NEW release.
Urban Renewal, has all the ingredients tomake energetic funk
music. But in the process of
recording Renewal the recipe
was lost. As a result the dish is
not all that appealing.
Urban Renewal is quite
similar to the also unimpressive
Back to Oakland disc. Most of
the tunes contain the same formula of less than imaginative

format with all its restrictions
and more solos.
At present TOP is stagnant.
Once they get the notion of "we
have to record a three-minute
single and make lots of money"
out of their heads and experisax.
ment with the talent they have,
Side two holds two tracks Tower of Power will be better
worthy of mention. Fast moving off.
"Willing to Learn" is complemented by Pickett's brief sax
ADDED NOTES: Phonoruns and a full background of
brass. Closing the album is gram has designed an inner
"Walkin' Up Hip Street," the sleeve that will carry —anewsletter
only instrumental cut. In this to record buyers the first
feature, "Tape Piracy
tune Mic Gillette offers decent
trumpet work toa satisfying jam. Everyone's Problem," will explain how to identify a bootleg
AS FOR lyrics, most are from tape; Wayne Shorter of Weather
band members and add an ad- Report is cutting his first solo
ditional burden to the produc- effort; other groups also recording: Frank Zappa and Crosby,
tion.
What Tower of Power needs Stills, Nash & Young; Doobie
to rejuvenate their old un- Brothers have a new guitarist
commercial
sound is Jeffery Baxter, formerlyof Stee—
spontaneity less of the bigband ly Dan.

horn riffs separated by Lenny
Williams' notable vocals. Only
too rarely are the most talented
members of the group, Chester
Thompson and Lenny Pickett,
permitted to demonstrate their
respective abilities on organand

. ..

Rotary offers study abroad
Rotary International
Fellowships are open to menand
women who are outstanding
students and potential "ambassadors of good will."
Fellowships are available in
graduate, undergraduate and
teachers of handicapped fields.

Teachers of the Handicapped
award applicants must be
between the ages of 25 and 50 as
of March 15. They must be at
least a secondary school
graduate and must have been
employed or engaged as a fulltime teacher of the mentally,
physically or educationallyhandicapped for at least two years at
the time of application.

THOSE APPLYING for the
graduate fellowship must be
between the ages of 20 and 28 as
STUDY MAY take place in
of March IS and hold a
bachelor's degree prior to com- any country where a Rotary
Club exists,but students must be
mencement of the fellowship.
Applicants for the un- fluent in the languageof the host
dergraduate scholarship must be country.
Students areineligible to appbetween the ages of 18 and 24 as
of March 15 and must have ly if they are Rotarians, a depencompleted two years or more at dent of a Rotarian, or a child,
university level study, but must stepchild, grandchild or brother
not have received a bachelor's of a Rotarian.
Applications are available in
degree. They may not be
married.
the office of Patrick Burke,
Friday. February, 2|, 1975/ The Spectator ,
2

know that untilIwasin charge of the desire for a hamburger and
the children over a period of milkshake and the desire for mail
months Iwas very clumsy with from home.
Itraveled with other S.U.
babies just as 1 was initially
students on my vacations. We
clumsy in French.
In France Ilearned to cook on visited famous museums and
a hot plate. It was a case of self cathedrals in every major city in
defense. Icould not always af- Europe. It was the best art
ford toeat in the cafeteria and I history course a student could
take. Certain periods became
got tired of bread and cheese.
Since Iwas often at Danielle's recognizable to me when 1 saw
house looking after her boys I their ideas again expressed in
watched her prepare dinner each other paintings or sculpture.
night. We talkedas she worked. I
AS TRAVELINGstudents we
tasted French home life and
food. Ifound itgood. Istillknow became used to gettingaround in
more French than American a strange city without a car. We
worked with different kinds of
recipes.
money and we learned enough
EVERYONE does not have phrases in each country to ask
the same experienceabroad. But for bathrooms, directions and
students who live withthe people say good day and thank you. We
gain insights into their culture found the most useful phrase in
that is denied tourists who do not each language was "how much
does that costT'
speak the language.
As we traveled we met other
Learning another person's
culture is to become aware of students and youngpeople from
your own. We often take for all over the world. They couldn't
granted what we live with daily. describe to us life in their own
In a foreign country you are countries or what they had seen
forced to do and think as the in other parts of the world.
Sometimes we met students
natives or else remain apart from
their lives. You must adapt and who had been behind the Iron
adjust yourself to their customs Curtain, in South Africa or
places to which we were going.
and ways of thinking.
shops
it
In the
inGrenoble was We listened eagerly to what they
polite to discuss the weather with could tell us. Ifelta great deal of
the clerks. In our localfromgerie pride in the world's youth. They
when the weather got too cold seemed to be out of their own
the owner,a young woman from countries questioning, seeking
Britainny, would complain that and discovering.
it was not the true weather of
S.U.s foreign language
Grenoble and that such weather department offers three possible
was not worthy of France. We avenues of foreign study. Two
could spendhalfanhour discuss- groups,the French-in-France Ining the day's weather.
stitute and the German-inAustria Program, leave in the
AFTER NINE months of liv- fall.
ing in France it was comfortable
to travel in that country. The
THE ONE group, however,
people were familiar to me and I that studies Spanish in the
could talk as easily to the French southern hemisphere leaves for
Argentina the first week in April.
as 1 would to an American.
It is not only a case of learning There is room for four more
the language, but alsoof learning students.
the emotional responses exThe town of Mar del Plata
pected in daily situations, of according to Clarence L. Abello,
language
in professor of Spanish, is "one of
learning to use the
the culture's accepted manner.
the most beautiful seaside resorts
When Itraveled in England in the world."
and Ireland 1 could understand
The temperature of the South
the people; they spoke my Atlantic is constant winter and
language, but they used it
72 to 74 degrees
differently and they expressed summer
Fahrenheit.
foreign attitudes.
"ARGENTINA is the best-fed
PEOPLE WHO go abroad country of the world," said
experience cultural shock in Abello. For $60 a month
varying degrees. This is nothing
can eat better than in
more than the adjustment to a students
U.S.
the
foreign environment. It can be
The group going to Argentina
severe or mild dependingon the
at a hotel for one dollar
individual. But the student ex- will stay
including
day
a
linen and cleangoing
to the
periences it both in
country andcoming home again. ing.
The resort has riding, sailing
It may take the form of dislike
for the new surroundings or and tennis clubs to which the
homesickness. This yearning for students are welcome free or for
what one has had includes both a small amount of money.

letters to the editor
thanks
To the editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. James Z.
Ozanne for his most generous

chairman of the graduate studies act.
and fellowship committee,
I understand he gave carMarian 106. Deadline for nations to all the girls living in
application is March 15.
Seattle University dorms. Iknow
I was delighted to find one at my
door.
Published Wednesdays and FridaysduringIhc
Mr. James Ozanne, please
school year except on holidays and duringexaccept
my sincere thanks for
University.
by
Edited S.U.
aminations by Seattle
time, effort and thoughtstudents with editorialand business offices at 825
your
Aye.,
class
10th
Seattle. Wa. 98122. Second
postage paidat Seattle, Wa. Subscription:$4.50a
fulness.
year;close relatives, alumni $3.50; Canada. MexThanks from all of us,
$4.00; other foreign addresses $6.25; airmail in
U.S.$9.00.
Denise M. Wright.
Jeffrey E. A. Rietvcld
Editor
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smoker
To the editor:
On Friday, February 7, there
was a "smoker" held at Connolly
Center. Many people worked to
make it a success and in the
Wednesday, February 12, issue
there wasn't any mention of it.
Ithink that those students who

worked at the "smoker" deserve
some recognition and some
recognition should also be given
to those students who participated in it and especially
Dave Rivisto who gave up some
of his time to referee.
Sincerely,
Rick Franklin

a toast
To the editor:
The battle rages on, as daily
casualty lists arrive here in
France, via The Spectator.
Reflecting on the drinking
controversy during a class break
today, goblet of Beajolais in
hand, the reality of America's
misplaced emphasis and attention to liquor was striking. So
this is a toast to those hedonists
who find a few hundred brain
cells per meal, or happy hour,
etc., well worth it, and to those,
comme mot, who find the raging
debate a bit ridiculous.
John E. Pinette
Grenoble

Umbrellas reign

Weathering the February wetness

—

photos by ben rinonos
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Elections set for next week
It's ASSU election time again.
Late opposition has surfaced in
the presidential race, none as yet
for first vice presidential and
secretarial candidates. In the
primary election Tuesday
students areasked to decide only
two issues, one trimming the
senate five race and the other
abolishing the office ofsecretary.

president

Chris Zarrow

Pat Finney

Junior political science major
Jim Walker is campaigning for
ASSU president on hisrecord as
first vice president and numerous
proposals to serve better student
requisites. He wants to generate
a cooperative store for use by
S.U. students, faculty and staff
with projected savings between
10-30 per cent. If successful, this
could be expanded witha tavern,
bookstore and laundromat, he
added.
Chris Zarrow also wants to be
president. A physics junior, she
thinks her experience as Aegis
" editor, dormitory judicial board
member and trumpeteer for a
symphony orchestra give her the
broad experience necessary in
this leadership capacity. She
proposes that senators fromeach
school be elected with "at large"
instead of the current practice.
Regarding minor consumption
of alcohol on campus, she says:
"That's illegal. There's no two

ways about it. We shouldn't en- prospective students, of"making
them aware of S.U.s friendly,
courage it."
interesting campus," makes the
office ofsecond vice presidenthis
aspiration.
Campaigning for second vice
president is junior philosophy
and psychology major Dan
Covello. His printed platform
includes activity and comTreasurer candidates Steve
munication ideas,a resume ofhis Jager
and Joe Rockwell have
participation in student life and
in
common. They explain
much
to
interesting
plan
supplean
treasurer
that
the
is responsible
University's
financial
ment the
not only to balance the books,
aid program.
His experience as Homecom- but to render advice to the senate
ing Chairman, with theactivities as it deliberates club budget reboard and other organizations quests.
Both would like to see more
evidences hisclaim that he'sdone
"everything that the second vice fiscal competence from school
clubs, citing the Black Student
president does."
Opposing Covello is political Union's performance as
science junior Pat Finney. His "ridiculous."
senate experience gives him a
working knowledgeof ASSU to
"THEY DON'Thandle money
wisely and they don't need it,"
support his contention that student clubs and organizations says economics and prelaw
should supplement ap- junior Jager.
propriations.
Fine Arts and prelaw
Explaining that "the money is sophomore
Rockwell agrees. "I
stretched thin now" he en- want to see the students get as
courages more fiscal self- much out of their investment as
generation. Having served on the possible. SPURS makes a very
central committee, which good effort to raise funds and
assisted the second vice president spend wisely."
in planning activities,he calls for
Criticizing some clubs for
more scheduling orderliness to
prevent conflicts. Additionally, "catering to an elite constituenhis work with the student-to- cy," both call for increased
student committee in aiding responsivenessto more students.

second v.p.

treasurer

Jim Walker

Dan Covello

Steve Jager

Joe Rockwell

Jan Lowcock

Bob Casey

Kerie Sheeran

Steve Anderson

Jeanne Calvin

Annie Robinson

Chuck Weed

Josetta Bradley

government with the YMCA

themselves." Her dorm council
presidency and other campus activities evidence her administrative talents and
cooperative spirit.
Anderson showed his team
spirit with his all-conference
goalkeeping lor the S.U. soccer
team. He's from Everett Community College and now living
on campus, an advanatage he
sees in being in the center of
action. Congratulating the
ASSU on its accomplishments,
he intends to expand and improve its score sheet with his
imaginative and eager input.

senate seven

"1 would like to be instrumental in making these decisions and
doing so represent student
Sophomore political science by
views.
As senatorIwouldhave a
major Bob Casey intends to
to helpcreate activities to
make the office of first vice chance
students a variety of pargive
president a catalyst for improved ticipation in student life."
student activities. Referring to
Freshman Chuck Weed is inoff-campus students,he says that terested
in political science and
"800 people don't really take government. Among his ideas
advantage of our activities."
for improved student life are
keggers, even for minor students,
secretary
concluding that, "if it wasn't the
Kerie Sheeran wants to be University's policy to allow
secretary. A freshman in minor drinking on campus,then
business, she points to Open there would be none."
College and proposed food
His experience with practical
cooperative duties as possible
additional secretarial functions.
"Besides," she says, "I can
always be of assistance. There's
other things that need to be done
other than just typing."

first v.p.

senate five
The race for senate position
five has three contenders.
Annie Robinson, sophomore
in physical education, says that
"with the coming of Fr. Ryan
and his interest in the students,
the senate has the potential to
become a powerfulbody inmaking decisions regarding school
policy and finance.

Page Hour
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Steve Allen

The Spectator

state board of Youth in Government allows him, he believes, to
relate to students within a

political atmosphere. Active involvement is his answer to student apathy and disinterest.
Jeanne Calvin,a transfer from
Highline Community College,
combines her political science.
Phi Beta, Students for Right to
LIFE and I.K. background with
friendliness and enthusiasm in
her bid for senate five position.
A junior whose interest in
people leads her to seek office,
she has the desire to "become
part of student government."

students and between students

senate eight
Sophomore political science
and German major JanLowcock
sees the issues as antagonism,

. senate six
Senate race six lets students
choose between junior nursing
coed Josetta Bradley and
freshman Steve Anderson, majoring in law enforcement.
Ms. Bradley, director of the
Open College, sees the need for
improved relations between administration and ASSU with the
thought that "1want to be a part
of developing student potential
between administration and

Steve Allen and Tom Blum
square off for senate seat seven.
A physical education junior and
captain of the soccer team, Allen
wants thechance "to get out and
share ideas."
Declaring that the "ASSU has
a bad name on campus, ornone
at all," sophomore business major Blum hopes to effect positive
change in student government.

attitude and fiscal responsibility.
"I think the antagonism
between the ASSU and The
Spectator needs to be smoothed
out. Getting students more involved in campus would get rid
of apathy. 1 also think that the
ASSU should use money more
wisely. Two thousand dollarsfor
Homecoming seems a bit extravagant, while the Model United Nations deserves additional
funds."
Tom Blum

John Shannon, her opponent,

was

unavailable for

comment.

Spikers take 7th, beat Bruins
A men's volleyball team that swamped 11-4 in the first game,
1 1-8
represents, but is not funded by but rallied for a split withangame

S.U. traveled to Santa Barbara come from behind win in
this past weekend for the UCSB two.
Their next opponent was
Invitational,one of the two most
prestigious tournaments on the California State at San Luis
Obispo, which boasted at least
west coast.
The team mustered a seventh three players over six feet tall.
place finish in a 24-team field, Again the Chiefs lost the first
which is excellent considering game, this time by 11-9, butcame
the competition, which included back from a 10-6 deficit to win
four of the top five collegeteams 12-10 in game two, which set
in the nationanda national team them on fire.The squad proceeded to blow down U.C. Riverside
from Brazil.
11-6 and 1 1-7 and smeared San
nine
team
consisted
of
S.U.'S
St. twice, 11-5 and 11-8 to
Jose
Castor,
captain,
players, Alfred
with a 73 record in their
finish
Brown,
Larue
Eddie
Gomes,
Jeff
Caalim, Ray Reinhardt Jr., Ed- pool.
THE TOURNAMENT was
die Labrador, Chuck Curtis,
Brian Adams and Paul Clinton. structuredso that there were four
They were coached by Ray pools ofsix teamseach, and each
Reinhardt Sr., who coached at team would play every other
one time or another three players team in their pool two games to
judged to be three of the best in 11 points. The top two teams in
the tourney; UCLA's Ail- each pool would then proceed to
American Joey Mica, Ray Jr. the championship bracket finals,
and Rip Weibusch, who played which were played on Monday.
S.U.'s7-3 was good for second
for the U.W.
game
played
place
team
its
first
in their pool behind
The
on Sunday morning and faced a UCLA's 9-1. S.U. was the only
tough task, facing defending team to beat the Bruins in their
national champion UCLA. The pool. They advanced into the
Bruins won the first game 11-8, quarter-finals seeded number
but S.U. realized they could beat seven, but drew Brazil in their
them and they won the second first game.
The Brazilian team included
game 11-7, which was almost
unbelievable. In their next set of three players from their Olympic
games vs. Cal-State Fullerton, team and all the players were
they suffered a letdown and were seasoned in international play.

They were awesome to say the

least. Oneof their players had 13
years of experience, which was
just slightly less than the entire
S.U. team put together.
THE BRAZILIANS were in
shock for one point after big
Larue stuffed a spike, but that
was all. S.U. didn't warm up
before the game and played an
impromptu baseball game with a
volleyball before the game.
Brazil thought they were crazy
and after the stuff by the big
man, they didn't know what to
think. Unfortunately they made
a quick recovery and swept to a
15-1, 15-4 win over the overmatched Chiefs.
S.U.played LongBeach Community College in a consolation
game,but the teamhadburnt out
and just went through the
motions in an 11-6, 11-3 loss.
This gave them a seventh place
finish, sixth among college
teams, which is quite good. By
comparison, the taller, more experienced University of
Washington team finished 16th.
The S.U. team had only one
starter over six feet tall, that
being Larue, who was excellent
throughout the tournament. Al
Castor played his usual brilliant
all-around game and the man
who steadied the team was Ray
Jr., who was the best setter inthe

BUT THE high finish of the
team can't be attributed to individuals,but rather a team that

earned their position on gutsand
hustle. S.U. had the smallest,
least experienced team in the
tourney, and nobody there had
heard of the good ol' Chiefs.
They made a name for
themselves, however, both on
and off the court.
Each team member paid $50
for gas, food and accommodations to get to UCSB, all
which came out of their own
pockets. The team consisted of
five Hawaiians, one black and
three whites, so it was a well
mixed team that couldn't be
1

called part oi theHawaiian Club.
They finished well, wore shirts
that said Seattle University on
them and were good public
relations for the school, but
received nothing from the
athletic department.
They finished seventh in a
team effort, which is a great
accomplishment for aNorthwest
team in a tournament with the
competition this one offered. It
was a super showing and was
achieved through desire and
sheer guts, because anyone in
Santa Barbara will tell you they
didn't do it on physical ability.
Finally S.U. has a winner this
year.

Gymnastics team
springs to victory

tourney.

Ricke Reed

S.U. basketball remembered
by John Sutherland

Ricke Reed, the lone senior on

the Chieftain hoop squad, has

seen the promise of the team in
his junior year disintegrateto the

frustration of this year. Reed

talked about basketball and
other topics with three gamesleft
in his college career.
Ricke Reed, 66" senior
forward on theChieftain basketball squad is a dedicated individual. Despite a hard practice
and despite the fact that he had
vomited twice during practice
because of the flu, he consented
to be interviewed.
REED IS the younger of two
brothers. He first got interested
in basketball playing with his
brother and his friends. He liked
the sport and soon took it up on
his own.
Ricke attended lngraham High
School of Seattle. He played
only three games his sophomore
year and was on the junior varsity his junior year.Hehadn't even
planned on trying out until a gym
teacher saw him playingand told
him he had the necessary skills.
His senior year at lngraham,
Ricke played on a high scoring
team which had seven players

averaging from seven to nine
points a game. Ricke was not a
starter but averaged around
eight points a game.
After high school. Reed
played one year at Lower
Columbia Community College
and one year at Bellevue Community College.Before his junior
year Ricke received a good
scholarship offer from S.U.and
because he also thoughthighly of
Coach Bill O'Connor, he made
S.U. his choice.
TALKING ABOUT the
difference between this year's
team and last year's. Reed said
the big difference is experience.
"We have good players, but
they're young and make mistakes."
We haven't been blown out in
many games this year, which
shows that experience is the
difference, said Reed.
Ricke believes in the team
concept. Last yearIliked coming
off the bench, he said. "It doesn't
matter whether 1 start or not.
Whatever the coach feels is best
is all right."
Ricke says there has been good
spirit between the players both
years hehas been here. This year
there has been more stress and

'Free Way' to play
With the end of the basketball
season next Friday,as S.U.plays
against St. Mary's, the Dorm
Council and A Phi O's are joiningto celebrate the season's/i/m.
Starting the evening of the
28th, the A Phi's will sponsor a
pre-game warm-up in the basement of the Alumni House, from
4:30 to 6:30. A bus will be
stationed at the base of the hill

between the Library and Bellarmine Hall to take basketball fans
to the Seattle Center Arena for
the game.

Following the game is adance
Chieftain where the band,
"The Free Way," will play.
Refreshments will be
available. Admittance fee is
$1.50 for dorm students and $2
for off-campus students.
at the

Classifieds
One bedroom. $120. 323-4655.

Desperately need a ride toSanFrancisco during spring break. Willing to
share driving and expenses. Please
call 522-5319. Ask for Bruce.

72 Honda 450. Excellent running
condition. $850. Home-626-5907.
Work MU 2-6640.

Spectator classified ads cost but six
cents a word. You can sell stuff, ask
for assistance or merely show off
your wit or lack thereof. All for six
cents a word.

HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS. $50-60 a
month. Furnished. Phone 323-6276.

pressure on the players because
of the losses. The team was
possibly closer last year but it
was because we were winning,he
explained.
IF HE HAD the talent of
Frank Oleynick, Ricke said he
would reject pro contract offers
and come back for his senior
year. "With his talent I would
like to see him finish with a
successful team and get the
acclaim he deserves. A better
season next year would increase
his chances of a better offer from
the pros."
The strain of basketball
definitely affects work in the
classroom said Reed. "The night
after a game Ican't get to sleep
until 3 a.m. which makes it hard
to make an 8 a.m.class." Because
of the obligation a player has to
the basketball program even
when hurt, he must often skip
classes, yet goto practice he said.
Reed said that some players
receive help from teachers in
passing a class but they still must
meet all the basic assignments.
Players don't expect a gift, but
understanding from teachers, he
explained. Illness, injuries and
traveling play a large part in
players missing class. Reed feels
that players should be entitled to
more time for tests missed and
make-up work. If teachers were
strict about it, most players
could be flunked for absences
alone he said.
Ricke feels that traveling on
the road is also hard on the players. Sleeping in strange places,
strange food and water also
affect a player on the road.
"Though it may sound
glamorousto travel to Las Vegas
I'd rather play all our games at
home." he said.
Ricke would like to see the
team win its final three games.
The Homecoming game attracts
a bigger crowd anda big crowdis
very important to the players,he
said. "Students don't realize the
influence they have on the
players. When students are excited, the tension in the air
carries over to the players."
Summing up his feelings Ricke
said, "I've enjoyed being here.
This has been my toughest year
because of sickness and discouragement but the team is
growing and the fruit of our
labor will show next year."

GINNV PECK performs a lay-out vault as Jack Anderson and
coach Jeanne Powell observe. The Women's Gymnastics team
swept to a 80.1-56.6 win over Central Washington asMs. Peck
took all-around.
The women's gymnastics team
swamped Central Washington
State College Saturday in the
Connolly P.E. Complex by a
score of 80.1 to 56.6.
Ginni Peck of S.U. won the
individual all-around title with a
score of 26.25. Terri Hems was
second with 24.35 while Monica
Brown was fourth with 24.05.
Anita Davis placed fifth with a
23.3.
In the individual events, starting with the uneven bars, Ms.
Hems was first, Ms. Brown second, Ms. Peck fourth and Ms.
Davis fifth.

ON THE balance beam, Ms.
Davis was first, Ms. Peck third,
and Ms. Hems fourth.
S.U. swept four out of five
places in the floor exercises. Ms.
Brown took first, Ms. Davis
second, Ms. Peck third and Ms.
Hems fifth.
Ms. Peck won the vaulting
event, while Ms. Hems, Ms.
Brownand Ms.Davis took third,
fourth and fifth respectively.
S.U. took first in every individual event and the team has
performed extremely well this
year. The women will compete
against Washington State University Saturday at WSU.

Students aided thru
Work-Study program
Twenty S.U. students are
currently working under the
Washington State College
Work-Study Program.
The program is designed to
help students in the middle income range meet their college
expenses while also gaining experience intheir potential career.
Funds for the programcan be
used only for off-campus
employment; employers can be
either profit or non-profit
organizations; employers pay
only35 per cent of the total wage

paid the student with the state
paying the balance and emphasis
is placed on placing students in
jobs related to theircareer goals.

Presently the financial aid office depends on students to
locate potential jobs. A contract
is sent to the employer and after
being signed by the state, the
student begins work. Time sheets
are submitted by the employerto
the state and the state reimbursements the employer for
wages paid.
The Spectator, Friday.February 21. 1975
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Comer
Curtis'

Today Ireceived two more letters from students in general, and
bothare quite interesting. First, the first letter.
ONCE AGAIN FROM Students in General,
As the saying goes,better luck next year. I'm getting sick of that
saying. Elgin Baylor must have been one hell of a player. Ihear he
carried the Chiefs to the NCAA finals— could you dig it?
Anyway the year is almost over. What have we got, two games
left. Let's win 'em both and scratch the year off as abummer. What
else can it be called? We could call it a building year. If Franky O
splits the building we'llbe destroyed. Wecouldcallita so-so year, but
really shouldn't be so harsh, but what can 1
this one wasn't even that.I
say? Iwill say this. If theChiefs can maintain for the nexttwo games,
win 'em both for usIwillnever say they area bunch of bums. If they
can't do this, well better luck next year.
S.I.G.
Well,student,it hasbeena building year. Keith Harrellwillbe a
super player soon. Jerome Maultsby has shown greatpotential. New

Chiefs drop two more, face
Broncs, Dons this weekend

Oleynick was high for the
game with 21 points, and he had
a good shooting night,hitting 917 from the field to go with six
assists. Again Keith Harrell
played an excellent game, scoring 15 points on 7-12 from the

The Chiefs lost two more
games this weekend in L.A.,
falling first to Pepperdine's
Waves by an 88-75 count and
then to ared hot Loyola team7264.
In Malibu, the Chiefs got off
to a slow start and Pepperdine
moved out to a 23-11 advantage.
S.U. fought back to cut the lead
to 23-19, but the Waves moved
out to a 41-34 lead at the half.
IN THE second half the
Waves used their inside strength
to overpower the Chiefs, particularly Marcos Leite, the 6'lI"
center who connected for 23
points over the injury-slowed
Reggie Green and his replacement Jerry Lee. Leitealsograbbed 12 rebounds, high for the

on 12-21 from the field and 8-9
from the stripe. Magic also dished off four assists. Keith Harrell
played another fine game, scoring 14 points and getting 5
assists. Harrellalsoled the squad
with six rebounds.
ON SATURDAYS.U.moved
up the coast to face a Loyola
Lion team on a three-game tear.
Jerome Maultsby caught an
elbow inthe eye early in the game
and spent the rest of it on the
bench, severely cramping the
Chiefs' offense.
S.U. led by as many as 12 in
the first half and took a 38-31
lead at the intermission, but
Loyola took over in the second
half,tying the score at 46 alland
moving to a 60-48 lead with 12
game.
minutes left. TheChiefs pulled to
For the Chiefs, Frank within five at one point at 65-60,
Oleynick played another out- but seven straight free throws
standinggame, scoring 32 points sealed the win for the Lions.

recruit Clint Richardson is an unreal player and will be a superstar.
Magic willbeback and he ofcourse is great. Buckyisgrowingup and
with some front line help the team can be great.
But this was supposed to be the year. It sure is for the Chiefs'
opponents. The teamlacked something this year, whoknow what. To
sum the season up to this point "total bummer." By the way,there are
four games left. But two wins would be great.
S.I.G. DROPPED in two letters, though, as Imentioned, and
this one has a lot to say.
Jerry Lee never had a chance! He was dubbed a superstarbefore
he set foot on our court. Themedia set him up so high, allhecould do
was fall. Did they ever consider giving the young man a chance to
prove himself? Hell no! They just applied pressure to the poor guy
that would beunbearable for almost anyone tohandle. All themedia
The women's basketball team
bums areinterested inis selling ducats. They made a mistake here that
is unjustifiable! Jerry Lee we have faith. Next year we know you're representingS.U. wonits second
straight game last Tuesdaynight,
going to do your thing, we could dig it.
S.I.G. notching a 44-28 victory over the
Seattle Pacific Falcons j.v.squad
The letter is true in quite a few respects. What Jerry Lee seems to at the Connolly P.E. Complex.
be lacking now isn't talent, butrather confidence. Everyoneisbehind This was the same SPC squad
him, he just has to find himself. 1 hope he can do it next year.
that smashed the women in their
by a 47-18 score.
debut
that
a
S.U.s VOLLEYBALL team
doesn'treceive dime from the
As
in
their last win,S.U. was
athletic department turned in a performance in Santa Barbara that
by
Boyd in scoring and
led
Didi
They
year.
anything
funded
team
has
done
this
beat
the
any
beats
rebounding.
Ms. Boyd dropped
California pretty-boy volleyball players at their own beach game,
placing sixth out of 23 college teams, quite a performance for a club in 26 points and again was a
team. The team fights for timein the gymand they deserveahell ofa terror on the boards. She controlled the team tempo and was
lot of credit for their performance. Traveling expenses wouldn't hurt super.
Eddie?
either. Hear that
The women's basketball team is in similar straits. Though they
S.U. STEPPED out toa quick
have a $200 budget, women's athletic department director Reba
Lucey refuses to let them useitbecause only six girls come to practice eight-point lead at 10-2 and was
threatened the rest of the
and the games. Granted, six is a small number. However the sixare never
totally dedicated and have won two of their first three outings,which game. The girls took a 18-10
is good for any first year team. The girls have shown their score into the locker room at the
and the second half the
determination and skills, but are being penalized due to a lack of half
ballgame was all the Chiefs.
numbers.
Robin Stuhr again played a
The way Isee it, if they have six and win, that's something to steady
game, dropping in six
year,
supposedly
year's
which
is the focus for this
build on for next
women's athletic program. If the girls can make a name, the now- points and making few mistakes.
developing high school programs will begin feeding more women Elaine Odle threw insix alsoand
boards,
onto the teams for future years. The girls are now a club team, Ms. was very good on the
Luceyhaving refused to give them intercollegiate standing. Havinga playing her best gameofthe yeir.
At the guards, Sherrill Chapin
small team that wins certainly beats having a big team that loses
her shooting slump,
(volleyball), or worseno teamat all.Get it together in that front office continued
only four points. But her
scoring
woman.
buckets were back-to-back and

field.

THE CHIEFS got into foul
trouble with Buck O'Brien and
Tim Joyce both fouling out.
The Chiefs were simply blown
out by a 23-8 burst early in the
second half and as is their
custom, wereunable to catch up.
Tonight Santa Clara comes
into town fora game at 8 p.m. in
the Arena. The Broncos are 4-6
in conference play and 10-12
overall, coming off a 81-74 loss
to Las Vegas. On Saturday San
Francisco's Dons move into
town for a regionally televised
game beginning at 3 p.m. in the
Arena.TheDons arechasing Las
Vegas for the WCAC title and
beat them last week in 'Frisco,
113-103. They are 18^ overall
and 8-2 in league play.

Women's club team
creams SPC 44-28

Sport Shorts
In intramural basketball
games played.last Thursday the
Brewers stopped the ZigZags 5142, Ikai Ka edged the Rowdies
Blues
The golf team completed its 13-10, the Inner City
The Falcons lost 1012-1015 in
the Zodiacs 62-23, the a close match against UWSC
second 54-hole qualifying tour- routed
won by forfeit over the Purple Tuesday night. The rifle
nament over the weekend at the Champs
Pages,
Yellow
and M*A*S*H team is now second in their
course.
Country
Glendale
Club
the Stars 33-29.
league with a 5-2 record.
Ed Jonson led the pack, stumped
In games played Wednesday
despite a slow start. He shot a
Ben Rinonos led the team with
of this week the Inner City Blues 246, Andy Pascua had23 1,Dave
two over par 74 on the first 18,
by the Zig Zags 47-46, Farrow, 228, and Russ T. Bucy,
but recovered and shot a squeezedtripped
Central
the Trippers 52- 222. Maureen Carney had 175
beautiful 4 under 68 on the second 18. He wrapped the 49, the Unwed Fathers squeaked and Jeff Lav, a new member of
weekend up with a 70 for a past the Whinter-Whine O's 43- the team, shot 202.
finishing total of 212, which is a 41, the IKs smeared the Sea
"Although it was close it was
Kings 66-29, the Pike St. an off night for the team," said
super set of rounds.
Rob Watson finished second Runners dumped Makibaka 34- Dave Farrow.
won by
with a 71-69-73 score for a 213, 24, the Yellow Pages
Next week the team shoots
Champs,
forfeit
over
the
and against U.W. Army at the West
Doug
whichincluded six birdies.
Lauer, who won round one,shot finally the Rowdies beat the Seattle range.
a 73-70-74-217, which was good Champs 14-10.
for third. The rest of the team
finished as follows: Jeff Coston
72-73-75 for 220; Dick Sander
PREPARATION FOR
83-74-75 for 222; Dave Bogie 737476 for 223; Pete Vagi 76-71-78
for 225; Rich Farrell 76-76 74 for
226; Scott Frankhouse 79-80-80
NOW ENROLLING
for 239;and GeneCook78-81-84
£
for 243.
The team will complete its
qualifying withonemore 54-hole
STANLEYH. KAPLAN
V~7
tourney this Sunday and MonEDUCATIONAL CENTER
Since 1938
£
Q
day. The defending WCAC
champs willplay their first match
(206)
Seattle
329-1970
In
Area
%
on March 7 against U.W. at the
s# """"""""""#
Sahalee Country Club.
"m
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Booters resume play;
smash BCC 4-1

sparked the team. She fouled out
with three minutes left.

S.U.s soccer team is continuing its season on a winning

note.

RUTH PARKISON scored
two points and continued her
excellent defensive play, grabbing off her usual six steals and
hustling everywhere.
The team members recently
elected Ms.Boyd as their captain
and Ms. Stuhr as their cocaptain. Coach Ericulo La Ross
Henderson named Ms. Boyd and
Ms. Parkison as his best defensive players. Henderson said the
women played a good game, but
commented: "We could have
blown them out early with better
ball movement."
The coach said SPC seemed a
little over-confident due to the
fact that they had won the first
contest so easily. He was proud
of the way the teammoved out to
a quick lead and never let up.
THE SQUAD is now 2-1 on
the season and is playing good
ball. They would like to play
SPC's varsity five before the
season is over.
The girls have only two more
games scheduled, and these
games they scheduled without
the help of the athletic director's
office.
The girls areoff to a super start
and are certainly helping to establish a women's program at
S.U.

Saturday afternoon theChiefs
took on Bellevue Community
College and came out on top
with a 4-1 verdict and good team

Play-

Tim Allen started the Chiefs'
scoring on a penalty shot. The
Chiefs wereawarded the penalty
when a Bellevue player stoppeda
Scott Shoemaker shot with his
head in the penalty area. Tim
Allen easily converted on the
shot.
THE NEXT two goals for the
Chiefs came from S.U.s speed
merchant, Treyer Fernandes.
Fernandes, playinghis first game
as center half back, showed his
sqccer talent throughout the
game.

The Chiefs' final goal came
from left winger Mike Bates.
Bates hit from 14 yards onacross
from Dave Hammer. Hammer,
playing on the front line,showed
his play-making skill by adroit
passing and ball handling.
The defense was led with play
by Dan Dapper and Steve
Anderson. Dapper, playing his
third game as center fullback or
sweeper, teamed up with Anderson, goal keeper, to stop the
Bellevue attack.
The Chiefs' next game is
scheduled for 12:15 p.m. Sunday
at Lower Woodland.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"

" Body Work & Rebuil<
*jgg^^^R.
" Motor Work
to£g&*~**\&)
V^ EA 4-605 C
1130 Broadway

H0LD
The Seattle University Veterans Affairs office is designated to provide
Veterans and other eligible persons assisitance with:

Information

Applications for Benefits

Late and UndeliveredChecks
Many other matters

//e/te's a 6ette/t Mea//

For Prompt action, whatever the question or porblem, stop by this office
first before calling the VA Regional Office.
The Veterans Office is located in the Seattle University bookstore building,
Financial Aid office, (626-6560) and is staffed by:
;
Bill Pebley— Veterans Coordinator .
Jim Becker— Veterans Administration Vet Rep
Shirley Speese— Secretary
Roger Schofield— Administrative Assisitant

Hewlett-Packardintroduces
asmaller uncompromising

calculator:theHP-21Scientiflc.

■■■■■

Now $125.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (^P,->R) ;
.do full register arithmetic (M+,M-,MX,
M^n.
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The HP-21 also performs all bas.c data
manipulations (1/x yx, V*, ') and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow s
problems as well as today s.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our
HP-35.
Fulldisplay formatting.The displaykey (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you controlthe num-

.
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$125,001

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction,the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN loBic system Here's what this unique
logic system means for you:
You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchics or re-structuring beforehand.
# Yqu
solve all prob]ems yQur way the
now uge when you use a sljde mle
problems-no matterhow comone st at a time. You never work
with mQre than twQ numbers at once
Yousee al intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.
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You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
prize winnerS/ astronauts, conquerors of Everest/ America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
bookstOfe wi give you a dernOnstratjon
challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
aoesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800538.7922 (in Calif 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.
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ContinentalU.S.A., Alaska«. Hawaii.
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free tax service
Beta Alpha Psi, honorary accounting fraternity, is having its

annual income tax service. In order to qualify for this free service
total income must have been less than $12,000 and must have been
earned in the state of Washington.
Questionnaires tor the service are available in the Bookstore,
Chieftain and Bellarmine desk. Instructions are included in the
questionnaire. The service will be available through April 7.

p.r. job opening
There is currently an opening in the Public Relations and
Information Office for a student whocan spell and use the typewriter
to work part-time mornings and afternoons. The work schedule is
flexible. Please contact the director at 626-5656 for an interview.
Student work wages; office is located in LA 1 18.

family meeting
Office of Minority Affairs is sponsoring its monthly "family
meeting" at noon Wednesday in Pigott Auditorium. Entertainment
will be supplied by the Hawaiian club. All minorities and other
students are invited to attend.

swans meet
SWANS will meet at 3:30 p.m. Monday in Chez Moi,
Bellarmine. Harborview's burn center will be on hand and the back
rub project will be discussed.

wine and cheese
Volunteers presently workingin the Jesuit Volunteer Corpsand

Channel program will host a wine and cheese party 3:30-5:30
Monday in Tabard Inn. All are invited to come and hear the
volunteers share their experiences in these programs.

attention wsi's
All Water Safety Instructors are required to take the new
lifesaving techniques by December '76.Next quarter PE 292, a basic
water safety, rescue andadvanced lifesaving course, will beoffered to
fulfill this requirement. It may be taken for one or two credits; time
will be arranged.

wanted: one play script
Heimskringlaplay script by Paul Foster has been lost.If anyone
finds this script, please return it to Tabard Inn or call324-8508. It is

vital.

meditation

T. m: an expanding disciplineby John Sutherland

Transcendental meditation is
a rapidly expanding discipline,
both in the U.S. and here at S.U.
Gary Gillis a seniorin political
science and an instructor in
transcendental meditation, or
t.m. as it is more commonly
known. He said that there are
about 150 S.U.students involved
in t.m. This contrasts with 1965,
when there were about 200
meditators in the entire U.S.
There are now more than half a
million meditators in the U.S.
with 12,000 to 15,000 beginning
t.m. each month, according to
Gill.
GILL IS very enthusiastic
about (in . and is well qualified to
teach the course. He began
meditating in May 1972, eventually studying under Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, the founder of
t.m. Gill's travels have takenhim
to Humboldt State College in
California, Spain and Portugal
to set up t.m. programs and for
the last one-and-a-half years he
has taught in the SeattleEverett area. He recently returned from advanced training in
Palm Springs and is currently
coordinating activities in the
Capitol Hill-Seattle area.
T.m. has been taught at S.U.
since January 1972. Currently
Gill and Dr. Michael Vesselago
teach theclass. T.m. willalsobea
part of the six-year college. To
finance the project, S.U. has
applied for a grant from the
Carnegie Foundation totrain six
to 12 faculty members as t.m.
instructors.
T.m. is not a religious dis-

Students of t.m. meditate
twice a day, 20 minutes in the
morning and 20 minutes in the
evening. Benefits of t.m. include
reduced use of alcohol,cigarettes
and drugs, improvement of insomnia, improved athletic performance, increased lungcapacity and normalization of weight.
Gill said.
Students of t.m. haveincluded
or now include the Beatles, Mia
Farrow, four of the presidential
candidates in the 1972 election.
Bill Walton and ninemembers of
the Philadelphia Phillies
baseball team. Larry Brouse,
ASSU president, is also a t.m.
follower.

T.M. IS ALSO popular in
foreign countries. The leader of
the junta in Chileis a meditator.
President Marcos of the Philippines wants some of his people
taught t.m. In Nepal, India, the
crime rate was reduced 13-21
per cent in four months after
30,000 people were taught t.m.,
said Gill.
For studentsinterestedin t.m.,
there will be two meetings Monday, one at 1 p.m., theother at 8
p.m. in room 113 of the A. A.
Lemieux Library. The first step
of t.m. involves twointroductory
DURING REGULAR sleep a lectures which explain what t.m.
person attempts to release his is. the benefits and how it works
stress but is largely unsuccessful, and is different. Then the
thus causing the stress to build students are taught how to
up and affecting his emotional meditate. There are also t.m.
outlook. Deep rest releases this meetingsevery Wednesdaynight
stress, causing more of the per- at 8 p.m. at the Capitol Hill
son to come out. Gill com- Center, 912 15th E. Fee for the
course is $65.
mented.

Credit Union services S.U.

by Catherine Gaynor
Saying money? One way is to
Experience the pure consciousness within yourself through
the s'/2 per cent interest
"Peace on earth begins with you," a program on meditation to be acquire
rate on the S.U. campus at the
Library
Tuesday
at
in
the
A.
A.
Lemieux
auditorium.
offered noon
Union in the
This presentation is not transcendental and does not involve blind S.U. Alumni CreditBuilding.
faith in any philosophy or theory. Itis sponsoredby the Divine Light Bellarmine Annex
"Students have the right to
Mission.
know where thelowest cost loans
and highest interest on savings
are available," said Kip Toner,
A six-hour workshop for couples will begin at 3 p.m.February manager of the Credit Union.
28. The goal of the workshop is to explore and enrich the
CREDIT UNIONSare saving
relationships of both married and unmarried couples through a and borrowing institutionsbased
by
process which will be controlled
Jeananne Oliphant of the S.U. on the membership and shares
Counseling and Testing Center.
(dollars). S.U.s Credit Union
Advance registration is necessary as the workshop is limited to has a two-fold purpose; the
fifteen couples. To register, call 626-5846.
dividends are higher and a ma-

explore and enrich

teacher evaluation

cipline, nor is it bound to one
culture or ideology, said Gill.
"T.m.is a simple, natural, easily
learned mental technique. It is
taking a person's attention from
the grosser levels of thinking to
experiences of finer stages of
thought and the source of
thought."
FOR EXAMPLE,said Gill,a
person has thoughts continually
popping into his mind and disappearing. Through t.m. an effort is made to grasp these
thoughts more fully and understand their source.
Physiologists have found three
levels of consciousness in people:
waking, dreaming and sleeping.
People in t.m. develop a fourth
level of consciousness called
deep rest. At this level oxygen
intake drops, breathing slows
and cardiac output is reduced.
The meditator is in a stage three
times deeper than sleep. There is
a 300 to 400 per cent increase in
relaxation said Gill.
However, unlike regular sleep
when a person is unaware of
what is going on around him, a
person meditating is mentally
awake. This can be determined
by observing the pattern of a
person's brain waves, explained
Gill.

jority of money being borrowed
is extended to students paying
school, cars, vacation, dental
and medical bills. Consumer
loans rather than real estate are
the S.U.s Credit Union main
business.
Any alumni may become a
member of the Credit Union.
Students enrolled for at least one
quarter are eligible as alumni by
their definition. Toner hopes to
include next year the Ricci
College students as potential
applicants for membership.

is a real difference. Credit Unions areowned by thedepositors.
Shareholders (members) are the
ones whosemoney is loaned out.
Members are offered services
for their accounts and free life
insurance as each account is
opened (up to $2,000). For any
documents that need to be
notarized, a free notary public
service is available.
Blue Book quotes for car
values and information dealing
with savings, loans, payments
and transactions are available.
Services also include the postage
BEING A member of a Credit paid envelopes for deposits or
Union and a customer at a bank loan payments.

Jesuits look for volunteers

Results of the teacher evaluation conducted fall quarterarenow
available on the second floor of the Library and in ASSU offices.
Graduation is on the way lor
Advance registration is approaching and students are en- many S.U.students. What comes
couraged to use the results from the 226 classes evaluated.
after graduation? One alter-

native is the Jesuit Volunteer

makes no
receives room,
Members of the Corps board, insurance, travel exvolunteer their time in areas of penses and a small monthly stiAlaska, the Southwest, pend. The commitment is one
Micronesia and Guamas well as year.
Mary Jo Shannon, a '73
the Northwest. They work as
teachers, social workers, parish graduate of S.U., now serves in
ly come into existence," he con- workers, cooks, construction the Corps. Shehas spent thelast
cluded.
and maintenance people, two years working as a social
Sherwin Grey Owl(Hunkpapa secretaries, bookkeepers and work coordinator for the
Sioux), a junior in business ad- business managers. Others work Tacoma high schools, especially
ministration and a student in day care centers and group Bellarmine Prep. Ms. Shannon
counselor at minority student homes.
will be on campus tomorrowand
affairs, said, "This is a good
In the present program, 210 Sunday and will speak on the
move and will help build the people donate their time to
Volunteer Corps at the
ethnic classes at S.U.Ibelievethe working in the Jesuit Volunteer Jesuit
Masses in the Liturgical
weekend
course will make the non-Indian Corps.
Center.
more aware of what is going on
in Indian country. I have every
hope this course will be wellreceived and a success."
Roxanne Roos (Assiniboine
In celebration of America's of $50 and a third prize ol $25.
Sioux), a junior in Community
Services, said, "I think this is a 200th year, the Washington The final date for submission of
31, 1975.
big breakthrough at S.U. There State American Revolution entries is March
Commission
and
must
be
legibly written
Bicentennial
Entries
something
is finally
the Indian
the Historian's Bicentennial Pro- or double-spaced typed. They
student canrelate to and identify ject
are offeringan essay contest. should fit within the format of
with. This is particularly good
may write essays on the standard 8!/> by 11 inch page,
Students
because it is in a social service
area where many of our people two topics: the contribution of and be no longer than 2,500
require guidance. And learning George Washington or any other words. The entry should include
from an Indian about Indian leading individual of the the contestant's name and adculture is far more meaningful revolutionary generation to the dress and identify thecategory in
than learningour heritage from a American Revolution or the which the essay is submitted.
book."
most important challenge facing
Entries should be sent to:
the United States in its third Bicentennial Essay Contest,
century.
Washington State American
"A man should be upright,
Revolution Bicentennial Comnot be kept upright." Marcus:
WINNERS WILL receive a mission, 315 North Stadium
A arcInis
first prize of $100, a second prize Way, Tacoma, Wa. 98403.
Corps.

The

volunteer

money, but

Indian study set for spring

The first native American
ethnic studies course will be
presented at S.U. beginning spring quarter. Offered by theCommunity Services department under the title, "Native American
Experience," the course will be
taught by Bert Little Sun Peters,
a Pawnee from Oklahoma.
PETERS HAS taught similiar
courses at Seattle Community
College. He's a graduate of
Oklahoma Baptist University
and was the first of his tribe to
receive a b.a. in English in 1932.
The new course will study the
past,present and possible future
of the Indian people.It will begin
with the origins of the Indian,
linguistic stocks, history, culture
and varying tribal customs. The
course is planned to be offered
for two years, after which new
funding sources will be sought
out.

were both largely responsible for
the development of the new

course.
Flor stated that the most dif-

ficult setbacks were the lack of
funds to finance the course.
"Money is the big problem for
any private school and is the
killer for many goodprograms,"
he said-.

"There is a desperate lack of
ethnic courses at S.U., particularly in the native American
and Chicano area," he continued. "We've been trying to get
the school to move into these
areas for a long time."
Flor was pleased that the Indian students at S.U. took such
anactive interest in the development of the new course.
"I WAS gratified the Indian
students were able to select the
instructor. All the students I've
talked with, both Indian and
non-Indian,are excited and happy to see at least an introductory
course being offered," Flor

According to Robert Flor,
assistant director of minority
student affairs at S.U., the course
was long due.
stated.
FLOR AND the American
"Given the name Chieftain for
Indian Student Council,a native the S.U. team, I think it most
American student organization, appropriate this course hasfinal8
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Essays to be all-American

